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A Study on Model Reference Adaptive Control

          in Economic Development (II)

                   Etsue Yamamura

  Department of Regional Planning, Division of Environmental

     Planning, Graduate School of Environmental Science,

             Hol<kaiclo University, Sapporo, 060

                                    Abstract

   We have investigatecl tl'ie adaptive process of the economic clevelopment model with the uncer-

tainty concerning the values of the model's parameters.

   Firstly, we have investigated the economic development moclel with the uncertainty concerning

the values of the developing regional economic model's parameters.

   Secondly, we have considerecl the parametric identification of the economic development model.

   Thirdly, we have considered the clesign of adaptive state observer of the economic clevelopment

model.

   The moclel reference adaptive tecnique is conceived to be a useful method in spacifying the

adaptive process analysis of the economic development model xnrith the uncertainty conce,rning of

the values of the model's parameters.

Key words: Model reference aclaptive control, Economic development, Parametric identification,

Adaptive state observation.

1. IRtroductieii

    In the previous paper: A Study on Model Reference Adaptive Control ln
Economic Development (I),i) we considered one of the adaptive perocesses of the

economic development policy model by using the discrete model reference adaptive

technique with the certainty conceyning the values ofthe adjustable model's para-

meters.

    IR this paper, we shall consider one of the adaptive processes of the economic

developrnent model by using inodel reference adaptive technique with uRcertainty

concerning the values of the adjustable model's parameters and the variatioR of

these parameters, and also the parametric identification and adaptive state ol)serva-

tion.

2. Ecenomie Deve}opment Model with the URcertainty ConcerniRg the
    Values of Parameters

    In this chapter, we shall consider the ecoRomic development model with the

uncesctainty concerning the values of parameters. In the real economic development.
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we have the difliculties related to the uncertainty concerning the values of economic

modePs parameters, especially, of the developing economic model's oRes.

    Then, we shall consider the following simple economic development model with

tke uncertainty concerning the values of the developing regional economic model's

parameters.

    The developed regional economic modei:

        ZfM(t)=aizlM(t-1)+ujf(c-1) (o
     yM(t): the regional output per regional resident of the developed region at

            the iRstant t.

     uM(t): the regional invesment per regional resident of the developed region

            at the instant t.

       ai: the parameter of developed region.

    The developing regional economic model.

        y,(t) == aiy,(t-1)+u,(t-1) (2)
     y,(t): the regional output per regional resident of the developing region at

            the instant t.

     us(t): the regional investment per regional resident of the developed region

            at the instant t.

       a"i: the uRcertain parameter of developing region.

    The objective equation is as follows.

        Iim(1+a2-')e(t+1)=limeO(t+1) ::O (3)
        e-,os t---eo
    Where,

        u,(t) =(1+d1 2-i) yM(t+1)-IS(t) ys(t) (4)
    The estimated value of P(t) from the value of the certain parameter of develop-

ing region is as follows.

    eO(t) can be computed using equations (2) and (4). One obtains.

        e"(t) me [P-IS(t-1)]y,(t-1) (6)
    Applying the following aid error signa12,3':

        ea(t)=[IS(t-i)-13(t)]Ys(t-1> ' (7)
    One obtalns,

        e*(t)=e.(t)+ee(t)=[P-15(t)]y,(t-1) (8)

    Then,

        lim e" (t) ==O (9)        t-}co
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    The adaptive algorithm is as fo11ows.

       P(t>=P(t-1)+Ay,(t-1)e*(t) yCl>O (lo)
    e*(t) can be computed using equations (7), (8) and (10), one obtains.

                   eO(t)

        e"(t>=1+Ay,2(tim'1) (11)
The equatioR (11) corresponds to the equation (4.84) in the previous paper:

Study on Model Reference Adaptive Control in Economic development (I)i'.

    In general case, consider the descriptioR in terms of differential operators.

    The reference model

        .t<L,,(fb y,,(t)=2-d B,,(2-D u.(t) (12)
    Wltere,

        Agf(2-i) :lm{-a]t,2-1+`'''''+a"f.z-N (13)
        BEif(Z')=bji,+bnT,2+''''''+b.if,,2wwi" (14)
    The adjustable model

        A,(2-i)y,(t)=2-d'B,(2'i)zt･,(t) d>O,y,(O)#O (15)

    Where,

        A,(2ewi) rm:1+ai 2-i+･･････+a,, 2-" (16)
        B,(z-i):bo-l-bi2-i+-'････+b.,2ww"t bo#O (17)
    If the following equations we satisfied, the modei refereRce adaptive control

also satisfied.

        D<2-i) [zf,<t + d) -y,if<t + d)] = D(2-i) e(t + d)

            =eo(t+d)=O (18)
        e(t)=y,<t)-yM(t> (19)
(a) d=1

    D(2-i)e(t+1) obtalns the following equatlon at d==1

        D<2wwi)e(t+1)nt-B,<2-i)zt,(t)+[D<2mai)-A<z-')]y,<t+1)

            -D(2-i) y,,(t+i) (20)
    If the equation (18) is satisfied, the equation (20) is zero.

        Bs(2-i) us(t) +[D(2-') - As(2-i)] Ys(t + 1) - D(2-i) YM(t + 1)

            =beze(t)-i-PbTipo(t)-D(2-i)YAt(t+1)==O (21)

Where,

        PoT == Ibi, ･･･, b., dl-ai, ･-･, d;,-a.] (22)

3

A

is
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        ipeT(t) =[t{,(t-1), ''', u,(t-m), Ys(t), ''', Ys(t-7z+1)] (23)

    u,(t) obta!ns from the equation (21)

        Us(t) = (D(2-i) YM(t + l) - AT ipo(t)]/bo

            =(D(2wwi)yM(t+1)-[D(2wwi)-As(2-')]y,(t+1))/B,(2+i)

            ":(D(2-i)YM(trl-1)-[,S.l,(d,-a,)2-'ly,(t+1))/B(2-i) (24)

The equatlon (24) represents the followlng equatlon.

        us(t)=.f[us(t-1),･･･,zts(t-7n),y,(t),･･･,y(t-n+1),

            Yn(t+1),''',ZIM(tumn+1)] (25)
    u,(t) is feasible equation, because u,(t) depends on the last input, output untill

present time and y (t+1) obtained by equation AM(2-i)yni(t+1)=BM(2-i) uM(t).

(b) d>1,

        D(2") =: As(2-i) S(2me')+2wwdR(2-i) (26)
Where,

        S(2-i)=i-Fs,2-i+･･････+sd-,2ww(d-i) (27)
        R(2-1)=re-l-42-i+''''''+r.-i2-('iuni) (28)
    The equation (18) obtains as follows using the equation (26) and A,(2-') ys(t+d)

= Bs(2-1) us(t).

        D(2-')e(t+d)=:As(2-i)S(2-')y,(t+d)+2-iR(2-i)y,(t+d)

                       -D(2-i) y.(t+d)

                    " Bs(2-i) S(2-i) us(t)+R(2-') Ys(t)

                       -D(fi) y.(t+d> =:O (29)
    u,(t) obtains from the equation (29).

        u,(t) =:(D(fi) ypti(t+d)-R(2-i) y,(t)]/B,(2-i) S(2-i) (30)

or,

        u,(t)=[D(2-i)yst(t+d)pR(2-9Ys(t)-BT(2-bz`s(t)]/be

            =[D(xi)yM(t+d)-1)bT¢o(t)]/bo (3I)
Where,

       BT(2-') =Bs(2-i) S(2-i) um bo (32)
       1%T=[bosi+e)i, bos2+bi si+b2,･･･b.sd-i, rb, ･･･r.-i] (33)

       ipo'=[u,(t-1),-･`,u,(t-m-d+1),Y,(t),･･･,Y,(t-i2+1)] (34)
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    u,(t) is feasible equation because one is not depeitded on the

    Consider the foilowing control law substitute to the equation

        us(t) == [D(x-i) yM(t + d) -A(t) ipo(t)]/6o(t)

        iimD(2-i)e(t+d)=limeO(t+d>==O
        t･ev-oo t-,oo
    The fo}lowing equation obtalns from the equation (35>.

        D(2Hi) yof(t + d) = 5o(t) us(t) +A(t) ipe(t)

    The following equation obtains from the equations (12), (26),

        D(2-i) Ys(t + d) = bo us(t) +ATipo(t)

    Substracting equatioB (37) from (38), we obtain

        D(2-') [y,(t+d>-yM(t+d)] = eO(t+d) :[1)-15(t)] ip(t)

or,

        eo (t) = [P - P(t - d)] ¢(t - d)

Where,

        ip1'(t) == [u,(t) ; ipoT(t)]

        15T(t) = [6e(t), A(t)]

    e*(t) obtains from the aid eyxor signal such as

        e.(t)=[P(t-d)-P<t)]i'¢(t-d)

        e"(t>==e.(t)+eO(t)--[P-.P(t)]T¢(t-d)

    The adaptive algorithm satisfied, lim e*(t)=O is as fol}ows.

                                  t-,oa
        IS(t)==.l'(t-1)+F(t-1)ip(t-cl)e*(t)

             5

uncertain value.

(31).

       (35)

       (36)

(33) and

(37)

(34).

(38)

(39)

(40)

(41>

(42)

(43)

<44)

(45)

Where,

e* <t)

;-<8itlZ 2,'"' F5'2'1at<Y:`1' ¢(` wwodl%TE,i-.dBl

obtains from the equations (40), (43), (44) and

e*(t)=eo(t)+[IS<t-d)-IS(t-I)¢(t-d)

        - ¢i'(t rm d) F(t - It) g5 (t - d) e" (t)

    ,.[P2iip(t-d)wwPi'(t-1)ip(t-d)

        -ipT(t-d)F(t-1)O(t-d)e"(t)]

From the equatlons (47) and (38>,

(45).

(46)

(47)
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        e*(t)=[D(2-i)y,(t)-PVi(t-1)ip(t-d)]/

               [1+¢T(t-d)F(t-1)ip(t-d)]

             =e"(t)/[1+ipi'(l-d) F(t-1) {z; (t-d)] (48)

                                                                     'Then, e*(t) can be calculated without using IST(t).

3. Parametric Identification of Economie Development Model

    In this chapter, we shall consider the parametric identification of the deveioping

economic model.

    The parametric identificatlon has two aspects of parametric identification such

as the recursive parametric identification and the parameter tyacking.
   e    The recursive parameter identification likes to obtain an estimation of the

parameters, as the process develops, without being obliged to use all the past input!

output data at each step, and the parameter tracking Iikes to track the values of

the parametexs of a process which can vary during operation. In order to obtain

good results in the recusive parametric identification and the parameter tracking,

a certain degree of structural identification must be a prioy achieved.

    This can be done either from the economic analysis of the developed region

to be identified or from an off-line identlfication based on a previous set of input/

output data.

    The recursive identification of the dynamic parameters as well as the tracking

of the developed region when they are time-varying can both be foymulated as a

model reference adaptive problem.`,5) The deveioped regional economic model to be

identified represents the reference model. The developing regional economic model

is constituted by an adjustable model having the structure of the economic model

whose parameters are driven by an adaptation mechanism which implements an
identification algorithm.

    Depending on the configuration of the adjustable model, the signals which are

fed in, and how the error between the outputs of the reference model and the

adjustable model is obtained, one can distingulsh three basic configurations such

as the output error method, the equation error method, and the input error method

whieh are il!ustrated in Figure 1.

    These configurations corresponds to the three basic structures of moclel refer-

ence adaptive systems such as the parallel, series parallel aRd series type, and the

correspondence is indicated in Table 1.

    The equation error method is the most used configuration for recursive identi-

fication using algorithms derived from statistical conslderations. From statistical

considerations, the recursive identification algorithms for equatien error configura-

tions assuring in most of the eases unbiased parameter estimates have been derived.

However, the convergence of the identification with regard to the initial parameter

error is often difflcult to prove.6)

    On the other hand, the model reference adaptive system which are designed
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from stability considerations, when used for identification, allow us to specify the

conditions of the convergence wlth respect to initial parameter error, but the per-

formance in the presence of measurement noise needs to be examined separately.

Note also that the methodology based on the use of hyperstability and positivlty

           (a)
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Figure 1. Three basic identification

<a) Output error method
(seriesparaliel MRAS's).

structures and their correspondence with MRAS'$.

 <parallel MRAS's). (b) Equation eryor method
(c) Input error method (series MRAS'$).
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Table 1. Correspondence Between Identification Structures and
         Moclel Reference Aclaptive System Structures

        Identification structure IVnerc"hlaapOtieOrg}3' USed

                ttttumtwwtt.t.ttt.tt.m.t..t tttttttttt ttttt........ttt                            Il                            IParallel I.Parallelidentifier        Output error method

                            11     .--...........l.....i,.,1,..le....l..,.i.2;r,,ll,...i..l...i,.fii...,e....,tii.i.1......... I.....................i....11...Ii...li.l.,.,ri,.,I.i....i....i...i....1.....[....l............................l...... ...I.,.s...gi..l...ii.....1......li...ii,..'1...lifi,}.,.l..1.......1.....l......l....l...i.....l.....i....,..................

                             t ttconcepts for designing the model reference adaptive system can also be applied to

the analysis of the stability properties of the identifiers derived from statistical

considerations.7,8) ,
    IR using recursive identifiers for discrete time processes, one can distinguish

two basic situations.

    Case A: Frequent changes in the values of the parameters of the reference

model to be identified occur. The identifiers are supposed to be able to track the

values of these parameters when such changes occur.

    Case B: Recursive identification of linear time-iRvariant discrete-time processes

is desired. In this case, the unknown parameters of the adjustable model are

supposedtobeconstantoveralongtimeperiod. '
    Case A identification can be solved satisfactorily in most of the cases using

discrete-time adaptation algorithms of Theorem 1 in the paper: A Study on
Model Reference Adaptive Control in Econorp.ic Development (l),i' which have con-

stant adaptation gains.

    Case B identification can be solved using either Theorem 1 adaptation algorithms

or Theorem 2 adaptations algorithms, which liave decreasing adaptation gains since

both haV.e a recursive character. ･

    However, if a parallel configuration is used, the algorithms of Theorem 2 caR

lead to an unbiased parameter estimatio'n in the presence of measurement noise.

This is not the case for the algorithms of Theorem 1, where in general a com-

promise betweeR precision and speed of convergence must be made. Therefore
for the Case B identification, algorithms of Theorem 2 are more suitable. Note also

that the algorithms of Theorem 2 can eventually be used for Case A identification

of the parameter changes are not too frequent. In this case, one can' detect, by

exarniniRg the generalized error, a parameter change, and we reinitialize the adapta-

tion gains at a high value.

4. Design of Adaptive State Observer of EeeRomic Deve}opmeRt Mode}

    As mentioned in chapter 3 of the paper: A Study on Model Reference Adap-

tive Control in Economic Development (I>,i' when the model to be coRtrolled with

inaccessible states has unknown parameters or they vary during operation, adaptive

state observers must be built.9･iO･ii) In this case from the linear asymptotic observer

one can derive a model reference adaptive system structure which permits observa-

tion of the s£ates of the model.i2)

11 IXis.d,e,iitsfse,r,e,n.clfi:

i
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    In this chapter, we shall consider the Parallel Adaptive State Observer. We

assuye that the system whose states we wish to observe is in the observ.able canoni-

cai form described as follows.

                                                  '
                  ti,(t+1)-Z, :. I                       ' ･ Il,1
        `e(`"i)" h;.(lL"･Jls--L･z.･･･l-i::1･.6･･ Je(t)+I,.1zi(t) . ,

                                                             '
              +[Z."'.lttllk]"(t)÷ab"(t-l-1)+ti'b(tewl-I) (49)

                                          '                                  tt        y(t)=[1,O･･･O]te(t)==th,<t) . (50) .
                                                                        t.
    Where, :v'(t) is the state of the adjustable observation model, i>,(t> is the output

of the observation model, di(t+1>, 6i(t+1) are the adjustabie parameters, li,･･･, l.

is a set of gains which will influence the chayacteristics of the observer, aRd z"(.(t+1)

aRd t?.b(t"1) are additional transient adaptation signals having the property as

follows.

                                                                    tt
        Z2'a(t)!e<t)==o=O 22b(t)lect)=o=O                                                                   (51)
                                                            1 '.
            (s(t) :Ys(t)-9s(t))

                                                                    ' 't t.td/',
    These transient adaptation signal vectors have the following form.

                                                               '                  uai(ttl) ubi(ttl) 1

        fi･a(t+1)==zta'i-i8+1),Z2'b(t+1>=:Ub"wwi8+i)i ' .(52)

    Our objective is to design an adaptation mechanism such that the following

conditions are both satisfied.

                                                                     '        lllp.. e(t) == lili,n,co[t)(t)-:e(t)] ==o (s3)

        limcfi(t)=at lim5i,(t)==b･i (54)
        t--oo tH-co
            (i ww- 1, ･･ ny, n)

    Using the equations (49) and (50), one obtains

                  ai-li l        e(`+i) = 2iAli'.2,;...I..,.Jts. e(t)-I",a.i,((1ne.i-"1))lo(t)

              ww[ibbi,itilii))iu(t)-t?･a(t+i)wwz?･b(t+i) . '(ss)

                               tt        e(t)=[1, O･･･Oj e(t)=ei (t) (56)
Where,
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        Aai(t+1)=a"i<t+1)-ai (i-p1,･･･,n) (57)
        Abi(t+1>=6t(t+1)-b,t (i=1,･･･,n) (58)
    The equations (55) and (56) lead to the fo}lowing difference equation characteriz-

ing s(t>.

        [1- ,.ll',(ai-li) 2-i] e(t) = -[,-f',dai(t-i+1);'9(t-i)

            +tt/,tibi(t-i+1)u(t-i)+:i:.l,2uai"(tumi)+itll.l.,iubz"i(t-z)] (sg)

    The equation (59) is rewrited the following equation by a convenient choice of

2't.(t+1), di･.(t+1), wi(t) and ri(t).

        [1 - tt.t,(ai- li) 2'i] e(t) = -(1 -F :i:lici2mmi) [tl.I,Aai(t) zvt(t)

            +,#.,libi(t) ri(t)1 (6o>
    The equation (60) is rewrited the foliowing equation.

        e(t)=h(2-')[P-jl5(t)]Tgb(t-i) (61)
Where,

        h(2-i)=[1+t?.,ci2-i]/[1-tt/,(ai-li)2-i] (62)

        Pi'=[ai, a2, ･･･,a. bi,･･･, b.] (63)
        .l3T(t) =:[a"i (t), ''', aA.(t), 6i(t), ''', 6n(t)] (6`l)

        ipT(tml)=[wl (t), ''', wn(t), 11 (t), ''', rn(t)] (65)

    We assume that the equation (60) corresponds to an asymptoticaiiy hyperstable

feedback system, and therefore we sha}1 have

        tr.oo

    Now since the system of equations (55) and (56) is completely observable, the

equations (66) will also imply that the equation (53> is satisfied if asymptotic identi-

fication of the parameters is achieved.

        Ii:-iZi[i".l,):ltll-:.-[a,I[,`:iilZ'Ii:g [1[:IIIIIIIiil (67)

    Because lim de.(t+1) :O and Iim 22b(t+1) ==O if the equation (66) holds.

            e-co t-co    One conclude that if the input sequence is a sum of at least n+1 periodic

signals of distinct frequencies, then the equation (66) will imply the verifications of

the equation (67). Therefore, under the above condition equation (66) will also
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imply that lime(t) =O.
          t-.ee
    Under the hypothesis that equations (59) and (60) are zero-state equivalent, the

design of an asymptotically adaptive state observer is transformed into the design

of an asymptotica}ly hyperstable feedback system, which leads to the equation (60>.

    The remaining design contains the determination of the adaptation signals

z2.(t+1) and tib(t+1) and of the auxiliary variables wi(t) and ri(t), and the deter-

mination of the adaptation algorithm for a"i(t) and 6i(t).

    If the equations (59) and (60) is 2th, the two equations is rewrited the following

equat!ons.

        [i - ,, l...,(ai- li) 2-i] e(t) = - [tF.,.,liat(t -i+ i) o(t - i)

            +,li.i.,Abi(tww'i-l-1)u(t-i)+u.'(t)+u,i(t)] (6s)

        [1 - ,, 1..,(ai-li) 2-'] e(t) == -(1 +ci.2-i) [,*.,aai(t) wt(t)

            +t/l, l..,Abi, (t) ri (t)] (6g)

    We can obtain the following the conditions by (68) rm(69).

        u.i(t)me-[Aai(t)-Aai(t-1)]ciwi(t-1)

            +[da2(t)-aa2(t-1)]w2(t) (70)
        ubi<t)=:-[db,(t)-Ab,(t-1)]cirl(t-1)

            +[db,(t)-Ab,(t-1)]7be(t) (71)

        xe)2(t>=wi(t-1) rli(t)=rl(t-1) (72)
    If the adaptlve matrix is the diagonal matrix, the following equations are

        Aai(t)=dai(t-1)-1-;fl,ie(t)z£?i(t), .1(},i>O (73)
                                      i=1,2

        ]bi(t):=Abi(t-1)+f},iE(t)ri(t), .fLi>O (74)
                                      i=:1,2

    The equations (70) and (73), (71) and (74) lead to the following equations.

        z`ai(t) = mx.it, wi (t) ci wi (t-1) s(t) +fLt, w22(t) e(t) (75)

        itbi(t) =: -Ll(},,7-i (t) ci 71 (t-1) c(t) +Ll<},,rti2(t) E(t) (76)

    The prior output of the adaptive observer is as follows.

        0o(t)=::cAio(t)=:(a"i(t-1)-li)ti(t-1)+te2(t-1)

            +6,(t-l)u(t-1)+4y(t-1) (77)
Where,
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        o(t) -oo(t) - (y(t) - 0o(t))- (y(t) - o(t))

{･`i' i'-':--' '-i'- ==i' eO

 t.t t ..  t....t.t.. t./.t .tThen,,

  '`'I'.' 'le,O(4)=e(t)+:[a",(c)-a"i(t-1)]w,(t)

  t.,･･･.. -/ .
    .,..+,£..,[bAi(t)-b"i(t7'･i)]ri(t) ･ - (7g)
         tt .ttt ttet--t"t.. T. tt..t.t. .
    The equations (79), (73) and (74> lead to the following equations.

        s(t)=eO(t)/[1+,#..,.1(1,,wi2(t)+t?,.,fi,ri2(t)] (80)

    The parallel adaptive observer is obtained by the equatioRs such as (49), (50),

(70), (71), (75), (76) and (80).

5. Cenclusien

    We have investigated the adaptlve process of the economic development policy

model by us!ng the model reference adaptive technique with the uncertainty con-

cerning the values of the adjustable model's parameters, and also the parametric

identification and adaptive state observation.

    The main results are as fo}lows.

    (1) The model reference adaptive technique is conceived to be a useful method

in specifylng the adaptlve process of the economic development model with the

uficertainty concerning the values of pararaeters.

    (2) The recursive identification of the dynamic parameters as wel2 as the

tracking of the developed region when they are time-varying can both be formulated

as a model reference adaptive problem.

    (3) The model reference adaptive state obseyver is conceived to be a useful

method ln controlling with inaccessible states has unknown parameters or they

vary during operation in Economic Development Model.
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